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1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is the study of two classical problems of mathematical 
statistics, the problems of similar regions and of unbiased estimation. The reason 
for studying these two problems together is that both are concerned with a family of 
measures and that essentially the same condition on this family insures a very simple 

solution of both. 

The concepts of similar region and unbiased estimate were introduced at 
an early stage in the development of statistical theory, and both have proved extreme
ly fruitful. On the other hand it seems rather difficult to justify either in a completely 

systematic development of statistics. 

Similar regions were defined by Neyman and Pearson (1933) in connection 
with the problem of testing composite hypotheses. Suppose one wishes to test the 
hypothesis H that a random variable X, taking on values in a "sample space" of 
points x, is distributerl accor.:ling to some probability distribution P: of a family 
,Jx = {P,'Ioew}. If the hypothesis is to be tested at level of significance a, the criti

cal region A must satisfy the condition 

for all e in w. .. . (1.1) 

Neyman and Pearson replaced this by the much stronger condition of similarity 

P9• (A) = a for all 0 in w. ••. (1.2) 

In a number of important cases the problem reduces by this device to that of testing 
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a simple hypothesis, and furthermore there exists among the similar regions one 
which is either uniformly most powerful or uniformly most powerful unbiased (Scheffe, 
1942; Lehmann, 1947). On the other hand , in the same cases the most powerful test 
(among all those satisfying (l.l)} frequently depends very strongly on the specific 
alternative at which the power is maximized (Lehmann and Stein, 1948). In these 
situations therefore the simplifying value of the restriction (1.2) is considerable. 

Somewhat analogous remarks hold for the problem of point estimation. Given 

again a family of measures ~· = {P9•!6ew}, it is desired to estimate EOme real
valued function g(O). A reasonable estimate T would seem to be one which minimizes 
the risk for some given weight function; say, which minimizes 

(1.3) 

where E. denotes the expected value calculated with Po'. Unfortunately, this esti
mate will depend on the value of(} for which (1.3} is minimized. If this value is 00 

one clearly chooses T = g(00 ). One way of avoiding this difficulty would be to replace 
(1.3) by 

sup EI}[T - g(0)]2• 
f) 

... (1.4) 

Another approach consists in restricting the class of estimates by the intuitively rather 
appealing condition of unbiasedness 

for an (}in w. ... (1.5) 

It appears that among the unbiased estimates there frequently exists one minimizing 
( 1.3)-which now becomes the variance of T-uniformly in e. (This clearly cannot 
happen if we omit the condition of unhiasedness unless g(O) is constant). 

In order to obtain the results alluded to above, we introduce the notion of 
completeness of a family of measures Jm• =--o{M9•!8ew}. Tl:e family Jm• is Eaid to 
be complete if 

f f(x) d M9• (x) = 0 for all f) in w . . . (1.6) 

impliesf(x) = 0 except on a set N with M 9•(N) = 0 for all f) in w . Tl:e family is said to 
be boundedly complete if this implication holds for all bounried functions f. Now 
let X be a random variable with distribution P9• in the family l)•, letT be a sufficient 
statistic (not necessarily real-valued) for ,t}•, and denote by P9t t:l:e distribution ofT. 
We shall show that if tlt is complete, then for any real valued estimable function g(O) 
there exists an unbiased estimate with uniformly emallest ''ariance, and tLat this is 
the only unbiased estimate of g(6} whkh is a function of T only 'Ibis ICE.Ult is an 
immediate consequence of a theorem of Rao (1945) and Blackwell (1947) on 
unbiased estimation. We shall show also that whenever tlt is boundedly complete, all 
similar regions A have a very simple structure (roughly speaking, that the conditional 
probability of X falling in A is independent oft}, which was first described by Neyman 
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(1937), and that as a result the original composite hypothesis in these case!': is 
reduced essentially to a simple one. The first to employ this method for findin.3 the 
totality of similar regions was P. L. Hsu (1941). 

The applicability of the above remarks hinges on the existence of a sufficient 
statistic T such that ~t is complete (or boundedly complete). Now in general there 
are many different sufficient statistics, and the question arises, as to which has the 
best chance of satisfying the completeness condition. Actually, the question as to 
which is the appropriate sufficient statistic arises also in other statistical problems . 
Speaking intuitively, one makes use of sufficient statistics in order to reduce the com
plexity of a statistical problem without losing information of value. The latter 
condition being guaranteed by sufficiency, one is led to seek tt:at sufficient statistic 
which reduces the statistical problem as far as possible, and hence to the definition 
(to be stated more precisely later with appropriate null set qualifications): A sufficient 
statistic T is said to be minimal if T is a function of all other sufficient statistics. 
Using this definition we prove that whenever a minimal sufficient statistic exists, a 
sufficient statistic can satisfy the condition of completeness only if it is equivalent to 
the minimal sufficient statistic in a certain sense. We also establish the existence of 
the minimal sufficient statistic when the sample space is Eucli<!ean and the distribu
tion of the sample possesses a generalized probn,blity <!ensity (defined in section 6), 
and we give a method of constructing it, which we show to be valid in this case. We 
remark that the result of our construction of the minimal sufficient statistic is 
essentially equivalent to the definition of sufficient statistic adopted by Koopman 
(1936) in a more special setting. 

Some results for the problem of unbiase:i estimation are also found in the case 
where the minimal sufficient statistic is not complete: A formal theory is obtained 
which characterizes those estimable functions possessing unbiased estimates of uni
formly minimum variance and these estimates . Finally a justification is given (at the 
end of section 4) for the restrict:on to sufficient statistics when testing hypotheses. (A 
justification in the case of point estimation was given by Rao and Blackwell). By per
mitting randomised decision functions, we show that given any test and any sufficient 
statistic there exists a test based only on the sufficient statistic and having i<!entically 
the same pdwer rcnction as the given test. 

In this paper (with the exception of section 6) the theory is developed in grea
ter generality than is customary in statistical papers. The reason for not limiting our
selves to Euclidean spaces is that theEe are insufficient both for problems that have 
already ariEen in sequential analysis and for statistical problems that may be ex
pected to arise in connection with stochastic processes. Many of the difficulties en
countered in the paper are associated with exceptional null sets. We believe that mot:~t 
of these difficulties are inherent in the nature of the problems treated, and that they 
would arise even if considerations were limited to Euclidean spaces. 

It came to our attent:on while this paper was in proof that some of our 
results on minimum var:anl'e est:mates were obtained ea1Ler in papers by Rao 
(1947, 1949) and in an abstract by Seth (1949). 
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The material outlined above forms part I of the present study. In part II the gene
ral theory is applied to a number of more special problems. As the main application 
some theorems on similar regions (Neyman, 1941), type B1 tests (Scheffe, 1942), and 
uniformly most powerful one-sided tests (Lehmann, 1947) are simplified and extended. 
These results are obtained by solving the differential equations introduced by Neyman 
and Scheff e. The theory of part I is then applied to the families of probability densities 
which are solutions of these equations, and also to some more general families of probabi
lity densities. Some of these results were summarized in a previous publication 
(Lehmann and Scheffe, 194 7), and of these some were obtained independently and have 
been published since then by Ghosh (1948 ). Applications are also made to some non
parametric problems of ~stimation and testing. For example, a very simple proof is 
given of Scheffe's theorem (1943) concerning similar regions in the non-parametric case, 
this result i~ generalized, and the solution is given of a problem formulated by 
Halmos (1946) concerning point estimation. 

2. TERMINOLOGY AND NoTATION 

Unfortunately a considerable complexity of terminology and notation seems 
unavoidable; to minimize this we adopt the following conventions: Several spaces, 
to be denoted by W•, Wt, etc., will have to be considered; here W• is the whole space 
of points x, Wt is the space oft, etc. In each space there will be a fixed countably 
additive family of sets, :f• in W•, :ft in Wt, etc. Here a family :f• is said to be count

ably additive if it contains W•, and with any set A in :f• its complement W•-A, and 
with any countable (i.e., finite or denumerable) number of sets in :f• also their union. 
The sets in :f• will be called measurable (:f• ). We shall need to define meas'urable func

tions only for the case of real-valued functions: A functionf(x) defined on W• is said to 
be measurable (:f•) if for every real c the set {xI f(x )<c} is in :f•. A non-negative set 
function M• defined for all A in :f• is said to be a measure on :f• it it is countably addi
tive, that is, if for any disjoint sets A 1, A 2 , •• • in :f•, M• (U iAi) = L1M•(A1). A proba

bility measure on :f• is a measure M• on :f• for which M•( W•) = 1. Probability measures 
will usually be denoted by P•, pt, etc. 

A family of measures M• on :f• will be denoted by Jfl•. It is convenient to 
index the members of the family by a subscript 0 that takes on values in an abstract 
space w, :ffl• = {M11•l8ew}. Similarly, we may write lQ• ={Po" I flew} if the measures are 
probability measures. A set A in .:f• for which M:(A) = 0 will be called a null set 

for the measure M o'. A set will be called a null set for the family Jfl• if it is a null 
set for every measure in the family. If a statement about the points of W• is true for 
all x in W•-N, we shall say it is valid almost everywhere (Me•) if N is a null set for 
life·· we shall say it is valid almost everywhere (.:ffl•) if N is a null set for Jfl•, and we shall 
abbreviate this by writing (a.e. M 1/) or (a .e.:ffl•) after the statement. An arbitrary 
function t(x) from W• to a space Wt generates a countably additive family :1' of 
sets in Wt and a family Jfit of measures on Wt : the family :ft consists of all those sets 
in W' who3e pre·irn1JZ3 ("com:>lete counter im1,5e3") are in .:f', while the measure 
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M,t on jft ccrresponding to M: on :Jf• is defined forB in ':1' by M.•(B) = M:(t-1(B)), 
where t- 1 (B) = {xlt(X)€B} is tre pre-!mage of B . It is easily seen that with this defi
nition ot :Jf', a real-valued function f(t) defined on W• is measurable (.:Jf• if and only 
if the function j(t(x ) is measurable (.:Jf• ). 

A family J.l of sets D which are disjoint and cover W• will be called a deocm
position of W•; if all the elements D in J.l are measurable (.:Jf•) we will say that J.l is 
a measurable (jf•) decomposition. If t(x) is a function defined on W•, and xo is 
any point of W>, we shall say the set {x!t(x) = t(x0 )} is a contour of t(x) through xo. 
Any function t(x) defined on W• determines a decomposition of W• which may be de
noted by J), , the elements of J.l1 being the contours of t(x). Conversely, given any 
decomposition J.l of W•, a function t(x) can be found (it is not unique, but the ranges 
of any two such functions are in 1:1 correspondence) such that J.l = J.l1 : For example, 
t(x) may be taken to be the set-valued function whose value at x is the element of 
J.l containing x. If for this function t(x) we form according to the above description 
the countably additive family jf', it turD;s out that it consists precisely of those sets 

of elements D of J.l whose union is in jf•. This countably additive subfamily of jfx I J.l 
generated by a decomposition J) or an associated function t(x) will be denoted by jf "IJ.l 
or .:1f"•. We say that a function t(x)and decomposition 11B are associated if1JB = J!1 • 

For many purposes in probability and statistics only the decomposition associated with 
a function is of importance, it being immateral which of the different functions associa
ted with the same decomposition is chosen. 

We will encounter two kinds of equivalence for decompositions: Two decom
positions J.l and J.l 1 of W• are equi·valent (~·) in the strict sense if there exists a null set 
N for ~· such that on W•-N the decompositions J.l and Jll coincide; J.l and Jll 

are equivalent (~·) in the weak sense if for every set A in :Jf 'I J.l there exists an A ' in 
"I'm' •!J!' •IJ.l .:Jf and for every A' in jf there exists an A in '.:Jf such that A and A 1 

differ by a null set for il', that is, (A - A 1 ) U (A 1 - A ) is a null set for lil'. 
When one of the spaces being considered is the sample space of a statistical 

problem we shall always denote it by W•. The family of measures on jf• will then be 
a family ~· of probability distributions. By saying that the random variable X 
(the " sample") is distributed according to P: we mean, as usual, that for any set 
A in jf• the probability of X falling in A is P; (A) . The term statistic will be used in 
this paper to mean any function of X , that is, if t(x ) is an arbitrary ft:nctiou of x de
fined on W• , T = t(X) will be called a statistic t . If jf' and ~~ are defined as aboYe then 
the probability ofT falling in any set Bin jf• is P,'(B). If J.lt is the C.ec0mposition of 
W• associated with t(x ), it will be convenient to say also that it is associated with t he 
statistic T = t( X). We shall say that two statistics are equivalent (lfl') in the strict sense 

• While for some purposes it may be convenient to restrict the definition of sta tistic, for examp le 

to functions whose associated decompositions are measurable (.:Jf•), nothing is gained by such a restriction 

in this papt>r. \Ve remark however that our construction of the minimal sufficient statistic in Section 6 
does give a statistic satisfying this restriction. 
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or in the weak s'ense if their associated decompos;tions are. The reader may want to 
consider the statistical implications of these two kinds of equivalence of statistics. 

Fundamental for this study is the notion of sufficient statistic. We base it 
on the definition given by Kolmogoroff (1933, p.41) of the conditional probability 
P,(A jt) of any set A in :f• given that the statistic T has the value t: For each fixed 
e and A, P ,(Ajt) is a real-valued point function oft, measurable (:f'), and d€fined 
implicitly by the equation 

P!t(Ant- 1(B)) =I P,(Ait)dP8t, . . . (2.1) 
B 

where B is any set in :ft, and (2.1) is regarded as an identity in B. For fixed e and 
A, P,(Ait) is not defined uniquely, but if j0,A (t) and g0,A (t) are two determinations 
of P,(Ajt), the set N ,,A where they are unequal is a null set for P:. A statistic Tis 
said to be a sufficient statistic for ,J• if there exists a determination of P,(A i!) inde
dent of e, that is, if there exists a function P (Ajt) not depending on e, measurable (:f') 
for each fixed A, and such that for every e in w, every A in :f•, and any determination 
P,(A it), P(A it) = P,(Ait) except fort in a null set B.,A for P/. We note that two 
determinations of P(Ait) must be equal except on a null set NA for lB'· By putting 
B = Wt in (2.1 ), we see that if T is a sufficient statistic for l9•, then for all A in jf•. 

P9 (A)= J P(Ait)dP9'. 
w' 

. .. (2.2) 

We shall have need also of the concept of conditional expectation as defined 
by Kolmogoroff (1933, p . 46). Suppose ¢(x) is a real-valued measurable (jf•) function 
of x such that 

. . . (2.3) 

the expected value of the statistic~ = ¢(X), calcuiated under the probability distribu
tion P.x, is finite. If T = t(X) is a statistic (in general, not real-valued), then the 
conditional expected value of 41, given T = t, calculated under P. •, and to be denoted 
by E ,(41lt ), is a point function oft, integrable (jf', P .' ), defined implicitly by 

I ¢(x)dP9• = J E9(41lt)dP9' , 
, -l,m R 

. . . (2.4) 

where B is in :f', and (2.4) is regarded as an identity in B . For fixed e, two determina
tions of E0(~ it)are equal except on a null set N, of P;. By comparing the· definitions 
(2.1) and (2.4) it is seen that if¢= ¢A(x) is the characteristic function of a set A in 

jf• , then 

(a.e. P 0'). . . . (2.5) 

Returning to the general case of <I> with finite E8 (41), we remark that E0(<I> Jl) can also 
be calculated from the conditional probability P ,(A\t) if this is known for all sets A in 
JfX, as was proved by Kolmogoroff (1933, p. 48 ). It then follows from the above defi-
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nition of sufficient statistic that if Tis a sufficient statistic for fl•, and if E9(<P) is finite 

for all e in w, there exists a measureable (jf1 ) point function of t, independent of e, 
which we shall denote by E( <P Jt) and which has the property that for every f) in w, 

E(<'f> lt) = E9(<P it) except on a null set N 8 for P 81• 

We shall have use for the following three formulae from the calculus of condi

tional probabilities: Suppose Tis a sufficient statistic for fl•. (i) Then if E9(<P) is finite 

E0(<P) = f E(<P!t )d p 9t. 

w' 
... (2.6) 

This follows from (2.4) by taking B = Wt. (ii) If f(t) is a real-valued measurable (jf1) 

function oft, a!li if EJ(j(T)<P) and E8(<P) are finite for all e in w, then 

E(f(T)<Pit) =f(t)E(<Pit) (a.e. ~~). ... (2.7) 

This formula is proved by Kolmogoroff (1933, p . 50), differently by Blackwell (1947, 

p. 105). (iii) It follows eas1ly from (2.4) that if c1 <.tfo(x) <. c2 then 

c1 <. E(<Pit) <. c2 (a.e. il'). ... (2.8) 

We remark finally that the values of conditional probabilities and expecta

tions, given a statistic, depend only on the decomposition associated with the statistic. 

Of two statistics T = t(X) and T' = t'fX) we shall say Tis a function ofT' 
(a.e. il') if there exists a function t=lfr(t') on Wt' to W' such that t(x) = ljf(t'(x)) (a.e. il'). 
In terms of the decompositions :mt and :i!B,• associated with the functions t(x) and 

t'(x) this means there exists a null set N for il' such that on W•-N the decomposition 

:iJB,, subdivides the decomposition :m,, that is every element of :iJB,, is contained in an 

element of :m ,. A sufficient statistic T for i~• will be called a minimal sUfficient statis
tic for ,t)x if, for any other sufficient statistic T' for~', Tis a function of T' (a.e. il'). 
Sufficient conditions for the existence of minimal sufficient statistic, and a method of 

finding it, are given in section 6. 

3. CoMPLETENESs oF A FAMILY OF MEASURES 

Given a family .ffl• = {M,•JOew} of measures on the additive family jf• of sets 

in W•, consider integrals of the form 

f f(x)d M,", 
X 

w 

... (3.1) 

wheref(x) is real-valued and measurable (jf• ). The value (if any) of this integra:} will 

in general depend on which measure M: of the family .:ffl• is used; (3.1) is a function 

of e, which we may regard as a transform from a function f(x) defined en W• to a func

tion of e defined on a part of w. Under this transfortnation the function that is every

where zero on W• goes into the function that is everywhere zero on w. Completeness 

means roughly that the zero function on W• is the only function going into the zero 

function on w ; it is a unicity property of the transform. The exact definition is 

the following: The family Jll• of measures is complete if 

J px)dM: = 0 for all Bin w .. . (3.2) 
w 
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implies f(x) = 0 (a.e. Jfl•). This definition of completeness is appropriate for the problem 

of unbiased estimation; for the problem of similar regions we require the weaker pro

perty of bounded completeness: The family Jfl• is called boundedly complete 2 if the 

condition (3.2) and the condition that f(x) is bounded jointly imply that f(x)_ = 0 (a .e. 

Jfl•). 

We note that if Jfl• is complete it is boundedly complete. The following simple 

example of a family of measures which is boundedly complete without being complete 

is a slight modification of an example constructed for a different purpose by Girshick, 

Mosteller, and Savage (1946): 

Example 3.1: Suppose W• is the real line, "' is the open interval 0<0<1, 

and Pg" assigns the measure (1-0)2 8• to the points x = 0, 1, 2 ... , measure 0 to the 

point x = -1, and measure zero to the complement of this set of points. The 

condition (3.2) then becomes 

"" /(-1)0+ '2:./(j)(1-8)28J = 0. 
J"' 

We see that for j = 0, 1, 2 ... , f(j) is the coefficient of 81 in the Taylor series about the 

origin for the function - /( -1 )8( 1-8 t II . Since for I 8 I < 1' 

"" 8(1-8)-2 = '2:. j 81, 
j"O 

it follows that (3.2) is satisfied if and only if 

/(j) = -jf(-l), j = 0, 1, 2,.... ... (3.3) 

Hence if f(x) satisfies (3.2) and is bounded, f(j) = 0 for j = -1, 0, 1, 2, .. . , that is, 

f(x) = 0 (a .e. li}' }, and thus ~· is boundedly complete. On thtl other hand, if f(x) 

satisfies (3.3) and /(-1)=1= 0, then it satisfies (3.2) but not the condition f(x) = 0 

(a .e. ~·),hence~· is not complete. 

It is worth while to note that in general completeness or bounded completeness 

of a subset Jill• of m· does not imply the same for m·, but that this implication does 

hold provided all null sets for ml· are null sets form·. 

We shall now give some simple examples of completeness. In each case the 

family J• whose completeness is discussed will be a family of probability measures that 

has been used extensively in statistics; it is of interest that in a number of these examp

les the question of completeness reduces to the problem of unicity for a transform 

that has been treated in the mathematical literature. In every case the space W• 

will be the real line - 'oo <x< +oo, and the additive family r:Jf• on w• may be taken as 

the class of Borel sets. The space"' o(points8 may be taken as an appropriate set of 

real numbers. All the examples in which the family of measures is complete may be 

modified by replacing"' by certain proper subsets without destroying the completeness. 

We mention here that by means of some general theorems in Part II, one of which con

cerns completeness in product spaces, completeness may be proved for a large number of 

• The property here called bounded completeneaa was called completeness by us in an earlier 

publication (1947). 
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families of measures in n-dimensional Euclidean spaces from these examples on the real 

line . Here and elsewhere in examples we use the "Nikodym derivative" notation 

d P'fdp.• = g(x) 

to indicate that the measure P• is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure 

p.' and that 

P'(A) = J g(x)dp.' 
A 

for all A in jf• . 

Example 3.2: If ~· is a family of normal probability distributions with 

mean 0 and unit variance, then 

d P ,'fdx ~ (2n)-l exp [- ~ (x-0)'] . 

If the condition (3.2) .is satisfied by f(x) we find 

. . . (3.4) 

tor -oo<O<oo. Now (3.4) is the bilateral Laplace transform of the functionf(x) 
exp (-!x 2 ), and from the unicity theorem of this transform it follows that f(x) 

exp (-~x2) = O(a.e. L), where L denotes Lebesgue measure on :Jf\ and hencef(x) = 0 

(a.e. ~·). Thus .lB' is complete. 

E:c:unple 3.3 : For a family 18' of norma.l distributions with zero mean and 

variance 0 we have 

d P9•jdx = (27tf/)-~ exp (- 2--}-- x2) for 0 < 0 < oo. ... (3.5} 

This family is not complete or even boundedly complete because for every 0 the density 
(3.5) is an even function of x , and hence (3 .2) will be satisfied by any f(x ), which is an 

odd function of x and such that its product with (3.5) is integrable (L) for all 0>0. 
If we transform to a new set~' of measures P.' by the transformation t = x 2 we find 

( l 
j' (27rt0 )- l exp (- 0 t) for t > 0, 

dP0' jdt= 1 2 

L 0 fort:< 0. 

Condition (3.2) written for .{Bt instead of ll' gives 

r f(t)t-! exp (- __!_ t ) dt = 0 
0 20 

... (3 .6) 

for(}> 0. Lettingr = (20)-l ,and applying the unicity theorem for the unilateral Laplace 
transform we find j(t) = 0 (a.e. ~' ), that is , llt is complete. 
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Example 3.4: For a family t)• of Cauchy distributions with zero median 

we have 
for 0>0. 

Foc symmetry reason.'3 .tl~ may again be seen not to be boundedly complete. If, as 

before, we lett = x 2, the completeness of the resulting .Jt follows from the unicity 

property of the Stieltjes transform 

Example 3.5: For a family of gamma distributions (chi-square distri

butions if 0 is a half integer), 

l2-8xB-1exp(-lx)jr(O) if x>O, 
dP;jdx = ~ 

l 0 if X< 0, 

0>0, completene3s follows from the unicity property of the Mellin transform 

f f(t )t9-ldt. 
0 

Exa,mple 3.6: If P,x is the uniform distribution on the interval (0, 0), 

ll/0 if 0 <x <0, 
d P8•jdx= ~ 

L 0 elsewhere, 

0>0, the completeness of~· follows from a theorem of Lebesgue : If 

9 

f f(x)dx. = 0 
0 

for all 0 in an interval, then f(x) = 0 (a.e . L) on the interval. The transform (3.1) of 

a function f(x), which is involved in this case, is its indefinite integral. 

Example 3.7: The family la' of uniform distributions on the intervals 

(0, 0+1), 

II if 0 <x<O+ 1, 
dP9 •fdx= ~ 

l 0 elsewhere, 

-oo<O<oo, is not boundedly complete : If f(x) is any periodic function with period 

1 and 
1 

J f(x)dx = 0, 
0 

it 18 easily seen that 
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J f(x)d P: = 0 

for all e. 
ExCLmple 3. 8: Suppose tl' is the family of Poisson distributions, so that 

P: assigns the measure e-8(J•jx! to the points x = 0, 1, 2, ... , and measure zero to the 
complement of this set. The condition (3.2) may be written 

00 

e-8 ~ f(j)9ilj! = 0, 
j•O 

for 0>0. Since f(j) is the coefficient of (Ji in the power series expansion of zero it 
follows that f(x) = 0 (a.e. 13' ), and ~· is complete. 

Example 3.9: If .t)• is the family of binomial distributions corresponding 
to n independent trials with constant probability 8, 0<8< 1, P: assigns the pro
bability 

to tlle points x = 0, 1, ... , n and zero probability elsewhere. Completeness of ~· is 
implied by the theorem that if a polynomial of degree n vanishes for n+ 1 distinct 
values of the argument it is identically zero. 

Example 3.10: Let la' be the family of hypergeometric distributions 
for fixed lot size N and fixed sample size n where 0 is the number of defectives in the 
lot, 8 = 0, l, ... , N; if P: is the probability of x defectives in the sample, P 9 • assigns the 
discrete probabilites 

to the points x = 0, 1, .. . , n. In (3.7) we understand 

(~) = 0 if r<O or r>m. 

Condition (3.2) then becomes 

.i!Ul(6) (N=o) = 0, 
J"O X n X 

... {3.7) 

... (3.8) 

and we find successively f(O) = 0, f(l) = 0, .. . , j(n) = 0 by putting 8 = 0, 1, ... , n in 
(3.8). Hence ~· is complete. 

Example 3.11: Let X 1 , X 2, ... be a sequence of independent random vari

ables each being capable of taking on the values 1 and 0 with probability p and 1-p 
respectively. Consider a sequential sampling scheme on these variables where the 
decision on whether or not to take anN+ l't observation, when N observations have 

N 
already been taken is made according to the value of ~ X;. Let n be the total number of 

j=} 
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n 

observations taken in one experiment·-n is a rando~ variable- and let X = L Xi. 
isl 

The problem of bounded completeness for the family tl' corresponding to a fixed 
stopping rule and the values O<p< I, was solved as follows in a series of papers by 
Girshick, Mosteller and Savage (I946), Wolfowitz (1946), and Savage (1947). For 

any N, consider (~~xi, N- ,~ x1 ) as coordinates of a point in a plane, and 

define such a point to be accessible if it has positive probability under the sequen
tial scheme being considered but is not a stopping point for this procedure so that, 
when this point is observed, another observation will be taken. As was shown in 
the above papers, a necessary and sufficient condition for bounded completeness is 
that, given any pair of accessible points P 1 , P 2 corresponding to the same value of N 
(for any point P, N is the sum of the coordinates of P), all the points lying on the line 
segment connecting P 1 and P 2 and having integer valued coordinates are also 
accessible. 

The concept of completeness developed in this section is related to that of 
minimality of a sufficient statistic, introduced at the end of secton 2, by 

Theorem 3.1: If T i s a sufficient statistic for tl' such that tl1 is boundedly 
complete, and if U is a minimal sufficient statistic for .il', then T and U are equivalent 
(.il ' ) in the weak sense. 

The proof of this theorem can be based on the following 

Lemma 3.1: If T = t(X) q,nd T 1 = t 1('X) are t-wo sufficient statistics for 
~·, and 1j for every A in jf•, P(Ajt) and P(A\t1 ) , considered as f unctions of x are equal 
(a.e. tl'), then T and T 1 are equivalent in the weak sense. 

To prove the lemma let .:f•1t = t - l (:Jf' ), and define jf•rt1 analogously. We 
shall prove that to any set A in jf•,t there corresponds a set A 1 in jf•rtl which differs 
from A by a null set for tl'. Let q, A(x) be the characteristic function of the set A ; 
then if~A(x ) depends on x through t(x ), say if~A(x) = g(t(x)). By (2.5) and (2. 7 ), 

P(A )t) = E(g(T)[t) = g(t) (a.e . .il') , 

and thus 
P(A jt(x)) = ¢' A(x) (a.e. tl'). 

But by hypothesis 

P(A Jt(x)) = P(A jt 1(x)) (a.e. tl' ). ... (3.9) 

Define A 1 as the set in jf•1t' where the right member of (3.9) equals I. Now there exists 
a null set N for tl' such that on W•-N the right member ot (3.9) equals if~A(x, }; hence 
the parts of A and A 1 in W•-N coincide, and the lemma is established. 
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Theorem 3.1 will thus be proved if we show that if there were an A 1 in :Jf' 
for which P(A 1 /t(x)) and P(A 1:u(x)), were not equal (a.e. ~· ), then ~' could not be 

boundedly complete. Consider the real-valued measurable (jf•) function v(x) defined by 

v(x) = P(A 1\t(x)-P(A 11u(x)). 

We note that I v(x) I<: 1 (a.e. ll' ), and that the set in jf• where v(x) =1= 0 is not a null 
set for ~·. If V = v(X ), it follows from (2.2) that 

E,(V) = o . . . (3.10) 

for all f) in "'· Since U is a minimal sufficient statistic it is a function ofT (a.e. lEI') 
and hence Vis also a function ofT (a.e. 19 ' ). We can thus redefine v(x) on a null set 

for~· so that the result is a measurable($') function oft, say f(t), with the properties 

that I J(t) I<; l , and the set in :Jf' where f(t) =F 0 is not a null set for lEI'. This redefinition 
of v(x) does not invalidate ( 3.10), and thus 

J , f(t)dP0' = o 
w 

for all f) in w, and hence ~~ is not boundedly complete. 

4 . SIMILAR REGIONS 

A set A in jf• is said to be a similar region of size a for the family lEI' of probabi

lity measures on jf• if P/(A) = x for all f) in'"· Neyman (1937) noted that if Tis a 

sufficient statistic for~· and if the set A has the property 

P(A it) = IX (a.e. ~'), .. . ( 4.1) 

then A is a similar region of size x tor .ta·; this follows from (2.2 ). We whall ~ay tl:.at a 

set A in jf• has the Neyman structure with respect to the sufficient statistic T if it mtis

fies (4.1 ). Neyman did not investigate under w~at conditions, given a sufficient statis

tic T for $•, all similar regions for $• have this structure with respect to T : this is of 

importance in the Neyman-Pearson theory of optimum tests, since there one wants 
to choose the " best" of all similar regions, and one therefore needs to know the 

totality of such regions. A partial answer is given by the following corollary to 

Theorem 4.1. 

Corollary 4.1 : If Tis a sufficient statistic for ~X, and if ~' is boundedly 

complete, then a set A in jf• is a similar region for ~· if and only if it has the Neyman 

structure with respect to T. 

The situation in which the problem of similar regions arises is that sets A 
in jf• are being considered as possible critical regions of statistical tests of a hypo

thesis : If the sample X falls in the critical region A the hypothesis is rejected by 

the test, while if it falls in W•-A, the hypothesis is accepted. If A is a similar region 

for ~X, the probability of rejection is constant for all probability distribut!on in l9•. 
For many purposes it is convenient to employ a third category of points x such that 

when one of these points is observed one does not always reject or always accept, 
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but rejects according to a chance method (say, with the help of a table of random mum
hers), for which the probability of rejection is a predetermined number ¢(x), 0<¢:x) 
< l. One inay then extend the definition of the function ¢(x ) to the whole sample 
space W•, by setting ¢(x) = 1 on the rejection set and ¢(x) = 0 on the acceptance set, 
and is thus led to the notion of critical function (Lehmann and Stein, 1948), which may 
be regarded as a special case of the randomized decision functions of Wald (1947): 
A critical function p(x )-is any measurable (.:Jf•) function of x for which 0 < ¢(x) < 1. 

Its use in testing hypotheses is that when X =X one rejects the hypothesis with proba
bility p(x) according to a random process statistically independent of the random pro
cess governing X. The probability of rejection is then the expected value of <I> =¢GX) 
calculated under P9x, namely, E9(<1>) as defined by (2.3 ). Critical regions are seen to 
correspond to the special case of critical functions which are characteristic functions 
of l!lets in W., that is, which ta~{e on only the values 0 and 1. 

If E9(<1>) is constant and equal to a for all 0 in w we shall say that ¢(x) is a 
similar critical function of size ex for _J•. Clearly, similar regions correspond to the 
special case of similar critical functions which are characteristic functions of sets : 
If A is a set in .:Jf• and ¢A is its characteristic function, then A is a similar region for ,J• 
if and only if ¢A is a similar critical function for li)•. We shall say that a critical func
tion ¢(x) has the Neyman structure with respect to a sufficient statistic T for .J• if 
E( <l>[t) = a (a.e. ~') . It is obvious from (2.5) that if a critical function¢ is the charac
teristic function of a set A in .:Jf• then¢ has the Neyman structure with respect to T if 
and only if A has the Neyman structure with respect toT. Therefore Corollary 4.1 
follows from 

Theorem 4.1 : If T is a sufficient statistic for .J•, a necessary and sufficient 
conditi'Jn for all similar critic1-l functions for li}' to bve the Neyman strutcture with respect 
to T i8 that ~' be boundedly complete. 

We shall prove first sufficiency . Suppose p(x) is a similar critical function 
of size ex for li)•. Then from (2.6) , 

for all e in w, so that 

for all e m w, where 

f J(t)d P8' = 0 
j w 

... (4.2) 

... (4.3) 

Since O<¢(x )< I , o<E(<I>)jt)<1 (a.e. ~') by (2.8). Hence by taking a part icular 
determlnat ion of E (<t>[l) in (4.3) and then redefining f(t) on a null set for .J', we may 
assume f(t) to be bounded. S:nce ~· is boundedly complete, ( 4.2) implies f (t ) = 0 
(a.e. ~') , that iR, ¢(x) has the Neyman structure with respect to T. 

Next we shall prove necessity by showing that if ~t were not boundedly 
complete there would exist similar critical functions (of every size ,z, O< cx < 1) not. 
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having the Neyman structure with respect to T. If~' is not boundedly complete 

there exists a bounded measurable (.:f') function f(t) such that 

f wt j(t)dP 6t = 0 

for all e in w , but 
Ar = {t\J(t) i= 0} 

is not a null set for ~t. Suppose I j(t) I <M, and define 

g(t) = c f(t)+a, 

where O<c:-::;M-1 min {a, 1-a}. Then O<g(t)<I, 

f v/ g(t)dP 6t = ex 

for all e in OJ> and 

g(t) =I= a on A c. 

Now take as critical function cp(x) = g(f(x)). Then 

E(<I>!t) = E(g(T))I.), and hence by (2.7) 

E(<I>(t) = g(t) (a.e. f!t). 

. . . (4.4) 

... (4.5) 

... (4.6) 

We see from (2.6), ~ 4.6) and ( 4.4) that cp(x) is a similar critical function of size a for l9•, 
and from (4.6) and (4.5) that it does not have the Neyman structure wsth respect toT. 

It may be appropriate to give here a simple example of a family l9• of distri

butions for which there exist similar regions which do not have the Neyman structure 

with respect to a sufficient statistic T. 

Example 4.1: Let X= (XvX 2 , ••• , Xn) be a random sample of size n>l 

from the uniform distribution on the intervals (0-!, B+i). The sample space W• 

may be taken as a Euclidean n-space, the additive family .:f• as the Borel sets in W•, 

and"' as the real line -oo<O< +oo. The distribution P 6• of the sample is the uniform 

distribution on the n-dimensionsl cube lxi-01 <!, i = 1, 2, ... , n. Let t1(x) =min 
1 

xi> t2(x) = m~x X;· The transformation t = t(x) = (t,1.(x), t2(x)) maps W• into the two 
1 

dimensional Euclidean space lP, and the statistic T = t(X) = (T 1 , T 2) has the 

probability density 

!c(t2-t1)"-2 if O-i<t1<t2<0+t, 
dP 8tjdJ.lt = ~ ... (4.7) 

L 0 otherwise. 

where dJl' = dt 1dt 2 • It is known (it also follows from Example 6.4) that Tis a sufficient 

statistic for fl'; it will be shown in Example 5.3 that fit is not boundedly complete. 

Similar regions not having the Neyman structure with respect toT can be based on 

the rangeR =• T a-'T 1. Since R has a continuous distribution independent of f), there 
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existsforanya(O<a<l)aconstantrasuchthat for all 8 the probability is a that 

R < ra. The set 

is thus a similar region. Since the characteristic function of the set A a can be expres

sed as a function oft, it follows from (2.5) and (2. 7) that P (Aa\t) takes only the values 

0 and 1 (a.e. ~'),that is, A~ does not have the Neyman structure with respect toT. 

I£ in this example we take n = I, an even simpler illustration of similar 

regions not possessing the Neyman structure with respect to a sufficient statistic can 

be given . On the interval (0, 1) in JV• take any Borel set A 1 of Lebesgue measure a and 

then define A so that its characteristic function is periodic with period I and coincides 

with t.hat of A 1 in (0,1 ). Then X =X is a sufficient statisticfor la• and P(A\x) = 0 

or l (a.e. la•). 
We conclude this section by noting the following "justification" of sufficient 

statistics: Let n be a set in the 8-space containing w, let j·={P11•[8en}, and sup

pose the statistic T =t(X) is sufficient for j•. Then given any critical function r/>(x) 

for testing H 0 :fJew, there exists a critical function r/>1(x) depending on x only through 

t(x), and having the same power function as rf>(x). The proof is similar to that of Rao 

and Blackwell's theorem (Section 5 ): Let !fr(t) = E(<I>!t) and let r/>1(x) = lj!(t(x) ); !fr is 

independent of fJ inn since Tis sufficient for j•. The power (probability of rejecting 

H 0) of rf>(x) is 

E0(<I>t) = E0(lj!(T)) = E0(E(<I> )T)), 

and by (2.6) this equals E0(<I>). 

It should be remarked that an even stronger justification of sufficient statis

tics for all problems of statistical inference was given by Halmos and Savage (1949) 

who pointed out that by means of a sufficient statistic and the use of random variables 

with known distribution it is possible to construct a statistic having the same distri

bution as the original sample. Their argument however presupposes that there exists 

a determination of the conditional probability P(A[t) that is a probability measure 

(a.e . ~t); the validity of this supposition has been established by Doob (1948, p .399) 

in the case that JV• is a Euclidean space. The justification for sufficient statistics 

given by us above for the problem of testing has the advantage of being valid with

out any restriction on the sample space . 

5. Ul'IBJASED ESTIMATION 

In this section ~· = {P0•j8ew} will denote the family of all distributions to 

which attention is restricted a priori in a particular problem of statistical inference. 

In considering real-valued statistics as possible solutions of problems of unbiased esti

mation we shall restrict ourselves to those with finite second moments. Let li! be the 

class of all real-valued statistics V = v(X) for which v(x) is measurable (.1'') and E 11(V2) 

is finite for all fJ in w. For any V in tlJ, E6( V) is also finite for all 8 in b). We shall say 
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that a real-valued function g(O) is estimable if there exists a V in ~ such that E0(V) 

= g(B) for all 8 in"'· An unbiased estimate of g(O) which is of uniformly minimum 
variance will be called a minimum variance estimate of g(O), that is, a statistic V in 

~ is a minimum variance estimate of g(O) if 

(i) E 9( V) = g(O) for all 8 in w, and 

(ii) Var9 (V)~Var0( V') for .all 8 in wand all V' in~ statisfying (i). 

By applying the notion of completeness to a result of Rao and Blackwell, one 

obtains easily the following 

Theorem 5.1: If there exists a sufficient statistic T for ~· such that ~t 

is complete then every estimable function has a minimum variana estimate, and a statis

ic V in ~ is a minimum variance estimate of its expected value if and only if it is a 

function of T (a.e. lB' ). 
The result of Rao (l945)and Blackwell (1947)ofwhich this theorem is a con

sequence states that if Tis a sufficient statistic for~· and V in~ an unbiased estimate 

of g(O), then if 1fr is defined by Jfr(t) = E(V;t), 'Y = lfr(T) is also an unbiased estimate 

of g(O)with Var9 ('¥)< Var9 (V) . equality holding for all 8 if and only if Vis a function 
ofT (a.e. ~·). 

To prove Theorem 5.1 suppose g(8) is an estimable function; then there exists 

a V in~ for which Eu(V) = g(O). Let 'Y be defined as above. To see that 'Y is a mini

mum variance estimate of g(O), supposo V' in~ is any other unbiased estimate of g(O), 

and define lfr'(t) = E( V' ,t). Then by the Rao-Blackwell theorem '¥' = 1/J'(T) is an 

unbiased estimate of g(O) and Var9(-Y')~Var9(V')for all 8. Since E11(i¥'--¥) = 0, 

J wt[lfr'(t)-1/F(t)]dP(/ = 0 

for all 8 in w, and hence it follows from the completeness of l9t that lfr'(t) = lfr(t) 

(a.e. ~'). Thus Var9('Y) = Var11(i¥')~Var11(V'), and so 'Y is a minimum variance 

estimate of g(O). The last part of the theorem is obtained from the condition for 
e'quality in the Rao-Blackwell theorem. 

The application of Theorem 5.1 is illustrated by 

En,mpre 5.1: Sappo3e ~ is the family of distributions of a random 

sample of size n> I from a normal population with mean 01 and variance 02• With 

x = (x 1,x 2 , ••. , xn) a point in the Euclidean space W•, dp,• = dx1 dx2 ••• dxn, and 

8 = (81 , 82) a point in the half plane "' = { e 1 82> o}, 

dP0•jdp,• = (2rr82)-ln exp [- -1- ; (xi-81) 2] . ... (5.1) 
282 l•l 

It is well-known that with 
n 

t 1(x) = 1: xJn, 
jor} 
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T = (T 1 , T 2 ) = t(X) is a sufficient statistic for ~· (in Example 6.2 it will be derived 
as a minimal sufficient statistic), and that T 1 and T 2 are independently distributed 
with joint probability density 

if t2 > 0, 

In Part II of this study it will be proved that tl' is complete. From the com
pletenP-ss of let it follows at once that the following functions of the sample mean 
T 1 and sample variance T 2/n are minimum variance estimates of the indicated func
tions of 8 1 and 8 2 : T 1 of 8 1 ; T 2 /(n-1) and cny'T 2 of 8 2 and y'8 2 , respectively, where 

en = 2-lf'(l(n-l))r(!n); 

T 1 +a pen y'T 2 of the (lower) 100 p percent point of the population, where aP is deter
mined from normal probability tables so that 

•p 

(27r)-l J £iXp ( -lX2)dX = p. 
-<» 

These are all special cases of the statement following from Theorem 5.1 that any real
valued function of ( T 1 , T 2 ) with finite variance is a minimum variance estimate of its 
expected value. 

Theorem 5.1 : can be extended easily to the case of simultaneous estimation 
of several real valued-functions of 8 if, following Cramer ( 1946), we express the concen
tration of an unbiased estimate about its mean, in terms of its ellipsoid of concentra
tion. Let (fi(8), ... , gm(8) be m real-valued functions of 8, and let g(8) = (g1(8), ... ,gm(8)). 
We shall say that V = (V1, .•. V m) is an unbiased estimate of g(8) if V 1 is an unbiased 
estimate of g;(8) fori = i, .. . m. The statistic V will be said to be an estimate of g(8) 
with maximum concentration if it is an unbiased estimate of g(8), if E 11(V12)< oo for 
i = I , ... ,m anr:l all 8 in w , and if for any other unbiased estimate U, the concentration 
elliposid of V is containe::l in that of U. 

Theorem 5.2 : If there exists a sufficient statistic T f or la' such that l}t 
is complete, then every estimable function g(8) = (g1(6), ... , gm(6)) for which g1(8), ... , 
gm(8), I are linearly indep endent, has an estimate with maxim'IA'm concentration. 

The proof of this theorem follows easily from the following result 3 concerning 

m m 
quadratic forms: Let ~ a1JYiYJ' L b1Jy1yJ be two positive definite quadratic 

t, ;-1 t, J• l 

a P ointed out t o us by Professor E. W. Barankin. 
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m m 

forms, and let . I: aiiy1yi, :I: b1iy1yi be the corresponding inverse forms. Then 
1' J"'l i, j ... l 

m m 

~ aiiY.Yi < 2. b1JY;Yi for all real y's 
i, j o } i 1 j•l 

implies 

m m 
~ a}i!hYi > 2. b1iy1yi for all real y's. 

i, j~l J' j•t 

Now let V = (V1, •.. ,Vm) b<l any un':>iasedestimate ofg(O},let U 1 = E(V1iT), 

m 

and let U = (Uv···,Um)· Then for any real y1 , .•• ym, I: y;V 1 is an unbiased estimate 
;=1 

Jn In m 

of I: y1g1(0), and by Theorem 5.1, I: y 1 U1 is a minimum variance estimate of I: y1g1(0). 
•·1 i•l i"l 

Comparing the variances of these two estimates we find 

m m 

:I: A.Yuy1yi < I: A..\Y1Yi 
t, j41 t,j·t 

where ).,_Uij and ,\. \'ij are the covariances of ( Ui, uj} and (vi' vj) respectively. Further

more since g1(0), ... ,gm(O}, l are linearly independent so are Vv ... , V m,l and Uv ... ,Um,l, 

and hence the above quadratic forms are positive definite. It follows that 

which proves the theorem since the ellipsoids of concentration of U and V are defined 

m m 

by the equations I: >..u1iy1yi = m+2 and I: >..v;iy1y. = rn+2, respectively. 
i,j=l t,j=l J 

We sJ->all now consider once more the problem of estimating a single real-valued 

function of e, and we shall develop a formal theory of minimum variance estimates 

which answers certain questions about the class of estimable functions possessing 

minimum variance estimates, but which may be difficult to apply in specific problems. 

In addition to the class l1 of statistics defined at the beginning ol this section we define, 

for any sufficient statistic T, three classes ll·r, llT0 , and l1T1• Here T will in 

general not be real-valued, and the application of the theory may be expected to be 

simplest if T is a minimal sufficient statistic for ~· . Let llT be the class of all 

statistics in l1 which are funct· ons ofT (a.e . ~x). We define llT0 as the subclass of sta

tistics v in llT for which Eo(V) = 0 for all e in (1) . If ~t is complete, llT0 consists 

only of statistics V = v(X ) for which v(x ) = 0 (a .e. ~·), and conversely. In statistical 

language we may say the llT0 consists of those functions of T which are estimates 

of zero (unbiased, with finite variance}. Finally, llT1 is defined to be the subclass 

of llT whose membPrs V satisfy the condition that VV0 is in llT0 for every V0 in llT0 • 
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An equivalent condition is that E8(VY 0) = 0, or Cov9(Y Y0 ) = 0 for every 0 in (I) and 
every yo in )}To. The class lJT1 always contains all real constants.' 

Theorem 5.3: A statistic Y in lJ is a. minimum variance estimate of its 

expected value if and only if it is a member of ~T1• The class 1~ of all estimahle func
tions g(O) possessing minimum variance estimates 1~s thus obtained by applying the operator 

E9 to the members of lJi. If we identify all Y in lJ which are equivalent (~~) in the 

strict sense, then the correspondence between ~ and lJT1 is 1: l. 

To prove the theorem suppose first that Y = v(X) in lJ is a minimum variance 
estimate of its expected value. Define 1/f(t) = E( Y It) . Then v(x) = 1/f(t(x)) (a.e. l)•) 

by Rao and Blackwell's theorem, and thus Y is in lJ.1.. Let yo be any element of 1JT0 

and let U = Y +AVo, where A is a constant. Clearly U is also an unbia.sed estimate 

of g(O) = E 9(Y), and 

Var11(U)-Var11(Y) = AZVar11(Y0)+2ACov11(VV0 ). 

This quadratic function of A cannot be negative since Y is a minimum variance esti

mate, and consequently it is easily found in either of the cases Va.re('Y0 )>0 or = 0, that 

Cov 8(V yo) = .o for all 0 in (I) and yo in lJT0 . Hence Y is in lJT1• 

Next suppose that Y is in 1JT1 and that U is another unbiased estimate of 
g(O) = E 11«V). Then if w(t) = E(Uit), W = w(T) is also unbiased, and Var11(W) ~ 

Var8(U) by Rao and Blackwell's theorem. Also W - · Y is in lJT, E8(W- Y) = 0 for all 

0 in (1), and so yo = W- Y is in lJT0 • We now have 

Hence Y is a minimum variance estimate. 
The last statement in Theorem 5.3 follows from the following 

Lemma 5.1: If Y and Y1 are minimum variance estimates of g(O) then 

Y = Y 1 with probability one for all (} in (1), 

To prove this let h(8) = VarlV) = Var6(V 1 ). If for some 8, h(O) = 0, then 
with probability one for this 8, Y = g(O) = VI. If h(8)>0, let p(8) be the correla

tion coefficient of Y and VI, for'm the unbiased estimate U = t(Y + Y1), and note that 

h(O)<Var/U) = Var11(t V +! fl) = !h(8)-Hh(8)+1h(8)p(8). 

Thus p(8) >I; hence p(8) = I, and there exist constants A 11 ,B11 such thatthe 
probability P 6 is one that 

·- ·------~-:-~~-~----:-:----------------

• It seems to us in the light of The_; rem 5.3 that the term "efficient estimate" should be reserved 

for the members of lJTI, and that (absolute, as opposed to relative) "efficiency" of an estimate V of g(B) 

should be defined only when Vis unbiased and g(8) is a member of the class~ of the theorem; its efficiency 

(a function of 8) may then be defined as Var,(i')/Var, ( V) if Var,(V) > 0, l if Var,(V) = 0, where 

i' is the minimum variance estimate of g(B). We feel that efficiency shculd not be defined in such a way that 

the efficiency of the minimum variance estimate i' may be less than I , as is the case for example if efficiency 

is defined relative to the lower bound for the variance of unbiased estimates given by the Cramer-Rao inequa
lity. 
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Hence 
V1 = A 9+B9V. 

. .. (5.2) 
also, Var9(V1) = B/Var9(V), so that B 92 =I. If B 9 = -1, A9 = 2g(8) from (5.2), 
and with probability P 0 equal to one, V 1 = 2g(8)- V and U =g(8). Hence Var0(U) = 0; 
but Var0(U) ">-h(8)>0. From this contradiction we see that B 9 = I, hence from (5.2), 
A 9 = 0, and thus V = V 1 with probability P9 equal to one. 

We shall now give two examples of the appiication of Theorem 5.3 in the case 
where T is a sufficient statistic (actually minimal) and ~' is not complete. 

Example 5.2 : We take t(x) = x in Example 3.1. In defining statistics 
V = v(X ), the definition of the function v(x) matters only at the points x = -I, 
0, 1, 2, . .. Yr = Y is d9fin·d by th~ cla33 of funJtiom v(x) for which the power series 
in 8 

.., 
~ [v(j)]28i 
j•O 

has a radius of convergence;> I. From the calculations of Example 3.1 we see that 
YT0 is defined by the class of functions v(x) satisfying 

v(j) = -jv( -I) (j = 0, I, 2, ... ); ... (5.3) 

for such functions the radius of convergence of the above series is equal to 1(co, if 
v( -I) = 0). Finally f'.r1 is defined by the class of functions v(x) satisfying the above 
series con iition an:l such that v(x )v0(x) satisfies ( 5.3) :or all v0 (x) satisfying ( 5.3), that is, 

v(j )v0(j) = -jv( -I) v0(- I) 

for all v0(x) such that 
vO(j) = -jvO(-I). 

Combining ( 5.4) and ( 5. 5), we find that V = v(X) is in li1T1 if and only if 

v(j) = v(-1) 

with v(O) arbitrary. Then for V in l'T1, 

(j = I,2, . . . ), 

E0(V) = v(O)P o{X = O}+v(-I)P0{X =I= 0} 

=v(O)(I-8)2+v(-l )(28-02). 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

The class cl9 of extimable functions g(8) possessing minimum variance estimates is thus 
the two-~arameter family of quadratic functions 

g(8) = c1 +c2(I-8)2 , 

and the minimum variance estimate of g(8) is the statistic V(X) taking on the value 
c1 +c 2 if X = 0 and the value c1 if X i=- 0. 

Example 5.3: In this example we shall see that it is sometimes possible 
to prove that only constants have minimum variance estimates, without completely 
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determining the class lJT0 (although this would not be very difficult in the present 

example). As in Example 4.1, let ~· be the family of distributions of a random 

sample of size n> 1 from a rectangular population on the interval (8-t, 8+t ). We 

defineT =(T 1 ,T 2)asinExample4.l and consider the class lJTO· From(4.7)wesee 

that a statistic of the type V = f(T 1, T 2) (a.e. ~·) is in lJT0 if and only if E9(V2)< oo 

and 

... (5.6) 

for all 8 in w = (-oo, +oo ). We shall indicate how certain periodic solutions of (5.6) 

may be constructed; we remark in passing that there are also non-periodic solutions 

of a non-trivial kind. 

Let 

so that A 9 is a right triangle with hypotenuse on the 45° line, constituting the upper 

left half of a unit square S9 centered at (t 1 ,t 2) = (8, 8), and with sides parallel to 

the axes. Hold (} = (}0 fixed for the moment, and in A 90 define a Borel-measurable 

function!= f(tl , t2) such that the condition (5.6) is satisfied for 8 = eo, while 

0 < f J A9/ 2(t2-t1)n-2dt1dt2<oo. 

We next extend the definition off to the square S8<> by defining f symmetrically in 

the lower right half, 

and we then extend the definition off to the strip O<t2-t 1< l by the periodicity 

condition 

With the aid of a figure showing the triangles A0 and A 8 it is easy to see that ( 5.6) 
0 

is satisfied for all e, while 

We can now prove that the only estimable functions with minimum variance 

estimates are constants. Suppose ljr(T t> T 2) is in lJT1 so that if f(t 1 , t 2 ) satisfies ( 5.6) 

and 

... (5.7) 

so does the pro::l.uct 1fr(t 1, t 2)j(t1 , t 2 ). It will suffice to show that in every A9, 1jr(t1, t 2) 

is a constant (a.e. L) , where L denotes Lebesgue measure; the constant must then 

be the same for all A8 . Let (} 0 be any value of 8, henceforth held fixed, let A+ be the 
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part of ABo where 1/r> 0, and let A_ be the part of A110 where 1/r<O. We shall show 

that it is impossible that L(A+) and L(A_) be both positive. If they were, we could 

define.f(t 1, t 2 ) in A 110 from 

r 1/L(A+)inA+, 

f(tvt 2 )(t 2-t 1)n - 2 = ~ -1 /L(A_)inA_, 

I 
l 0 elsewhere in A80 . 

... (5.8) 

Since f satisfies (5.6) for 0 = 00 , it r.an be extended to an f statisfying (5.6) for all {)by 

the method described above. If A+ or A_ have points within every e-distance of the 

45° line, the f defined in this way is not bounded and the condition (5.7) may not be 

satisfied. However, if L(A+) and L(A_) are positive, and if Ae+ and Ae_ are the 

parts of A+ and A_ outside the strip O<t 2-t 1<€, then for sufficiently small e, L(Ae +) 

and L(Ae _) will also be positive. If the above definition off is now modified by replac

ing A +and A _ in (5.8) by Ae+and Ae_, then/ satisfies (5.6) and (5.7)for all 8. But 

then ljrfcannot satisfy (5.6)for 8=80 for in Ae+ and A 2 _, 1/rf>O, while in the rest of 

A 80 , 1/r.f = 0, and thus 

f f ljrj(t2-t 1 )n·2dt1dt 2>~. 
J Aeo 

We have now shown that if V = 1/r((T 1, T 2) (a.e. ~·) is in l)Tl, then the sets in 

A110 where ljr(t 1, t2 ) > 0, and where ljr(t1, t2) < 0, cannot both have positive 

Lebesgue measure. But if V is in l1T1 so is V -c for every constant c, and so it 

follows that for every c the sets in A 80 where lfr>c and where lfr<c cannot both 

have positive measure . From this it can be shown that for some constant c, lfr=c(a.e. L) 

in A 80 , and this proves that if Vis in 11'1,1 then V = c (a.e. ~·).Thus the only estimable 

functions with minimum variance estimates are the constants. 

6. COKSTRUCTION AND EXISTENCE OF MINIMAL SUl!'FICJENT STATISTICS 

So far it has not been necessary to impose any restrictions on the family ~· 

of probability measures . However, in this section we shall assume that the measures 

in ~· are all absolutely continuous with respect to some measure p! on :Jf' which is in

dependent of 0 and has the property that W• is a countable union of sets in :Jf' of 

finite measure p!. This is equivalent to assuming the existence for all {) in w of a 

function J!8(x) integrable (:Jf\ I'•) such that for all A in jf' 

We shall refer to this s:tuation by saying there exists a generalized probability density 

p8(x) with respect top! (it is the "Nikodym derivative" dPe"fdp.• mentioned in section 3). 

This situation includes of course the two important cases with fixed sample size known 
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as the continuous case, where p' is Lebesgue measure on a Euclidean space W•, and the 
discrete6 case, where for all () the possible :positions of the sample point X are included 
in a fixed countable set {xi} (i = 1,2,3, ... )independent of 0. In the latter case we may 
take for Jt' (A) the number of points xi in A, and for p0(xi), the probability that X = xi 
when the probability distribution of the sample is P0•. The generalized density p 9(x) 
is not uniquely determined by Pr/ and p,•; however, two determinations for the same 
8 are equal (a.e. p,' and a.e. P 9•). 

For most of the families ~· ordinarily considered by statisticians there exists 
a generalized density p0(x) with respect to some p,•, and if the "simplest" or "most 
natural" determination of p0(x) is used, a minimal sufficient statistic for Jl• can be 
found by applying to the family p = {p0(x)J()€w} an operation{} to be described below. 
Unfortunately the result of this operation does depend on which determination of the 
family p is used. This introduces certain measure-theoretic difficulties, which can how
ever be surmounted as we shall show later. We begin by defining the operation {} 
and by applying it to some examples of families of distributions of some statistical 
interest. 

Let f denote a family of real-valued functions f(x) on W•, and suppose these 
functions are indexed by a subscript() taking on values in A, f={f11(x)jt>€A}. The result 
of the operation {} on f is a decomposition of W•, to be denoted by{} (f). For any point 
x 0 in W• the element D of{} (f) containing x 0 , written D(x0), is defined as the set of all 
points x for which there exists a function k(x, xO) :;60, not depending on 0, and such 
that f 0(x) = k(x, x0 )f6(x0 ) for all () in A. Roughly speaking, we may say that D(x0) 

consists of all x for which the ratio f 9(x)jf8 (x0 ) is independent of 0. We note that if 
x' is in D(xO ), then x0 is in D(x'); also, that 

D 0 = {x)f8(x) = 0 for all ()€A} 

is an element of{} (f). It may be shown (as in the proof of Theorem (6.1 )) that iff 
consists of a countable number of measurable (jf•) functions then {}(f) is a measurable 
(jf•) decomposition. 

We consider now five examples of applying the operation{}. In each case 
wx is a Euclidean n-space, and jf• may be taken as the family of Borel sets. In all 
but Example 6.1, JL' will be taken as Lebsgue measure on :§•. 

Example 6.1: Suppose X =(X 1 , X 2, ... , Xn) is a random sample from a 
binomial population with parameter e, x; taking on the values 1 and 0 with 
respective probabilities 8 and 1- 8. Let p! assign measure 1 to each of the 2n points 
in the set W +'consisting of the points (x1, x 2, ... ,xn) with .xi = 0 or 1, and measure zero 
to W• - W +'· In this example we might take jf• as the family of all subsets of W.t-x, 

• In the general discrete case, while for ea.ch fJ the possible values of X constitute a countable set 
A,, A = U ,A, can of course be non-denumerable. The ca.se of non-denumerable A is not included in the 
present treatment. 
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or the family of all subsets of Wx, instead of the usual family of all Borel sets in W•. 
For w we take the open :nterval 0<0<1, and for p 9(x) the determination 

p9(x) = r n1T 0';(1-0)1 -•1 if xeW+', •.. (6.1) 
I j·l 
L 0 otherwise . 

For this specification, no = W·- w +'· For x0 not in no, X is in n(x0 ) if and only if 
there exists k(x , x0 ) such that p0(x) = k(x, x0)po(x0 ) , and hence 

I:xi-I:xio 
[0/(1-0)] 1 1 =k(x,xo). ... (6.2) 

The left member of (6.2) is independent of 0 if and only if 

n 11 

I; X; = I; Xlo, ... (6.3) 
t•l i-1 

and this conclusion would be valid even if (6.2) were required to hold only for two dis
tinct values of 0 instead of all values between 0 and 1. The decomposition resulting 
from the application of the operation -8- to the family {p0(x)} of (6.1) may thus be des
cribed as follows: The decctm position is equivalent (l\}•} in the strong sense to that 
associated with the statistic .:E1X 1 or any 1:1 function of this. For any X 0 in W + ~ the 

element n(x0 ) consists of the (~ix1o) points in W +'satisfying (6.3 ). The decomposition 
n 

contains n+2 elements n, namely no and the n+1 setsn where .:E xi =v(v=O, l, ... ,n). 
t•l 

The same decomposition is obtained if the operation n. is applied to any subset of 
{p,x) consisting of two or more elements. 

Example 6.2: Let X be a random sample from a normal population with 
mean 0 1 and variance 0 2 as in Example 5.1. With the determination (5.1 )of the proba
bility density p9(x) we find no is the empty set. Since the denominator of the fraction 
p0(x) jp 0(x0 ) cannot vanish, n(x0 ) is the set where this ratio is independent of 0. This 
is seer t ) be the same as the set where 

is independent of e, namely, the set where 

3 
.:Exi a = :Exl o and .:Exi = :Exl o. 

1 :1 I t, 

The decomposition induced by the operation n. is thus that associated with the statis
tic (~X1 , ~ X 1 2 ); this is the same as that a~sociated with the statistic (T 1 , T 2 ) defined 

1 1 

in Example 5.1. It may be verified in this case that one obtains the same result if 
the operation {} is applied to a set of aJly three of the members of {p0(x )}, say for 
(01' fl 3) = (0 11 , 8 21), i = 1,2,3, providir.~ t~1e three points (8l1, 0 11 ) are not collinear. 
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Example 6.3: Suppose X is a random 11ample of n from a Cauchy distri

bution with median 0, and w={OI-ro<O<+ro}. We take for p0(x) the usual deter

mination 

D 

Po(x} = 71"-n 1T [1+(xJ-O)arl. 
J•l 

Again no is empty and D(x0 ) is the set where the ratio p 11(x )fp6(x0) is independent of(). 

This ratio may be written 

D 

1T [(IJ-x1°-i}(8-x1°+i) 
j•l 

n 

1T [(8 -x1-i)(8 -XJ +i)] 
J•l 

where i = v' -I. If this quotient is independent of (), the polynomials of degree 2n 
in 0 in the numerator and denominator must have equal roots, from which we conclude 

that (x1 , x2 , •• • , xn) must be a permutation of (x01 , x 2°, ... ,xn°), The decomposition 

induced by {}may be regarded as that associated with the set of ''order statistics" of 

the sample, namely (Z1 , Z2, ... ,Zn), where Z1<Za<···<Zn is a rearrangement of 

X 11 X 2 , ... ,Xn. The same result would be found for any subset of {p0(x)} corresponding 

to 2n+ 1 distinct values of 0. 

Example 6.4: As in Examples 4.1 and 5.3 let X be a random sample of 

n from the uniform distribution on (0-t, O+i), -ro<O<oo. We determine p11(x) 

as l if lx1-0j <!for all i, as 0 otherwise: With t 1(x} =~in x1, t 2(x} =max x 1, we 

see that p0(x) = l if 

0-! <t1(x)<t2(x)<0+!, 

p0(x} = 0 otherwise. Therefore 

no = {x)ta(x)-tl(x);;> 1}. 

1 

(6.4) 

Now for any x0 and x, xis in n(x0) if and only if p0(x} and p 11(x0 ) vanish for the same 

set of 0 in w. It fo~lows that for x0 not in no, xis in n(x0) if and only if (6.4) is 

true for all e in w which satisfy 

0-!<t1(x0)'<t2(x0 )<0+!· 

It follows that for x0 not in no, x is in n(x0) if and only if tJ (x) = tJ (x0 ), j = 1, 2. 

The decomposition imposed by the operation {} is thus equivalent (~·) in the strong 

sense to that associated witli the statistic (T 1 , T 2) of Examples 4.1 and 5.3. The same 

decomposition is obtained if the operation {} is applied to a denumerable subset of 

{p11(x)} corresponding to a subset of w everywhere dense in w. 

Example 6.5: Denote by (X 11 X 3, ... ,Xm) and (Xm+l• ... ,Xn) independent 

random samples from normal populations with means 01 and 01 + 8, and variances 

0 2 and 0 3 , respectively. The null hypothesis of the Behrens-Fisher problem then 

specifies o = o0, where oll is a known constant, so that the w for the family ,tl• of 
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probability distributions under the null hypothesis is the subset of a three-dimensional 

Euclidean space satisfying -oo<01<+co, 02>0, 83>0. If we determine the density 
p0(x) as 

it is easy to show that the result of applying the operation {} to this three-parameter 

family of density functions is the decomposition associated with the statistic 

(T1, T 2 , T a• T 4 ) with four real components consisting of the two sample means and 

the two sample variances. 

The meooure"theoretic difficulty in applying the operation {} to construct 

a minimal sufficient statistic ia the following: If a minimal sufficient statistic for 

tl' exists then it is unique up to equivalence (~•) in the strong sense. If the family 

t~• of probability measures possesses a generalized density p0(x) with respect to the 

measure J-t', then p6(x) is not unique; two determinations of p0(x) for fixed 0 differ 

on a set A0 which is in :Jf• and for which p,•(A0) = 0. Now if w is non-denumerably 

infinite, the union of A0 for 0 in w may not be a null set for#'; it need not even be mea

surable (:Jf•). The decomposition O( p) resulting from the application of the operation 

{} to t'le family of generalized densities p ={p6(x )[0€w} depends on which determina

tion is chosen for p. As long as w is countable it can be shown (Theorem 6.1) that 

the decomposition O(p) is measurable (.:f'), and is associated with a minimal sufficient 

statistic for l9x, and it is easily seen that the two decompositions &(p) resulting from 

two different determinations of p are equivalent (J-t' and ~·) in the strong sense. 

However, if w is not countable, a pathological choice of the determination of p could 

lea-:1 to a decomposition{} (p) that is not measurable (.:f•), and the equivalence of two 

&(p) resulting from two different determinations of p could not be proved. This 

shows that the application of the operation {} need not necessarily lead to the 

minimal sufficient statistic. 

This difficulty is resolved as follows : We restrict ourselves to families i)• for 

which the family {p/x)} of generalized densities is separable in a certain sense to be 

defi11ed below; this separability alrways holds when W• is a Euclidean space. There 

is then a countable subset of {p0(x)} dense in the whole set, and we apply the operat:on 

{} to this countable subset. (Recall that in the above examples we noted that in every 

case the same result was obtained by applying the operation 0 to a suitable countable 

subset of the den< ties) . On the basis of the theorems below it follows that the result 

of applying the operat:on {} to the countable subset of the densities is a measurable 

(.:f') decomposit:on wh :ch is assoc:ateo with a minimal sufficient statistic for the whole 

set l9' of dil'.tribut.:ons . The result needed for countable subsets is 

ThE:orem 6.1: Suppose t~• is a countable set of probability measures on 

.:f\ possessing a generalized probability density function p0(x) with respect to p•. If 

the operation {} i" applied to a particular determination of the family {p8(x)}, the re.sultin~ 
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decomposition is measurable (.:1') and is associated with a minimal sufficient 

statistic for ~·. The decompositions resulting from applying the operation {} to two differ
ent determinations of the family {p8(x)} are equivalent (pf and ~·) in the strong sense. 

The proof of this theorem rests on the following result8 of Halmos and Savage 
(1949) generalizing a theorem of Neyman (1935): 

Theorem 6.2: A necessary and sufficient condition for the statistic T =t(X) 

to be a sufficient statistic for a set of probability measures~· = {Po"l8ew} possessing a 
generalized density with respect to fL' is that there exist functions g8(t) and k(x) suck that 

p8(x) = g8(t(x)) h(x) . .. (6.5) 

for a suitable determination p8(x) of this generalized density, where g9(t(x )) is measurable 

(.:1') and k(x) is integrable (jf•, ,n' ). 

To prove Theorem 6.1 let us denote by 81 the elements of the countable set 
ro, and by f 1(x) some particular determination of the generalized density Pe. (x), i = 1,2, 

1 

.... Write f = {!1(x)}, and &(f) for the decomposition generated by the operation {} 
on f. 

We shall show first that {} (f) is measurable (.:f•). If D1° = {xlli(x) =0}, then 
D 1° is measurable (.jf•) since f 1(x) is measurable (.:f•); hence D 0 =0 1 D1° is measurable 
(.:f•). Suppose now that x 0 is not in Do. Then there exists a smallest i for which 
f 1(x0)=FO, say J-J(x0}. Define D1 (x0 ) as the set where/I(x)=FO and 

!; (x) I f1(x) =fi(x0) I fr (x0). 

Since j 1(x) and j 1 (x) are measurable (jf•) so is their quotient in W• -D1o, the part of 
w• where fx(x) =FO, and hence the part Di(x0) of W·- DI0 where the quotient has a cons

tant value is measurable (.:1•). Therefore D(x0 ) = n 1 D 1(x0 ) is measurable (.:f•). If 
for any point x0 in W•, D(xO) denotes the element of &(f) containing x0, it is easily 

verified that for x0 not in 15°, D(xo) = D(xO), and for xO in D0, D(xO) =D0 • This completes 
the proof that &(f) is measurable (.:f•). 

Let f' ={f'1(x)} be another determination of the generalized densities; then 
if N 1 is the set wheref'1 (x)=Fft(x), N 1 is in jf• and fL'(N1)=0. Hence N =V1N 1 is also 
a null set for fL'· On W•-N, f and f' are identical hence so are{} (f) and{}(!'). This 
proves the strong equivalence (u• and ~·) of the two decompositions. 

Next we shall prove that, if D(x) is the element of{} (f) which contains x, and 
if T =t(X) is a statistic associated with v t9(f),-in particular we could take t(x) =D(x) 

-then f 1(x) may be factored in the form (6.5) of Theorem 6.2. To this end we 
choose in each element D of {}(f) a single point x0 =x(D). If the set of points x0 thus 
chosen is denoted by W0, this choice determines a function x0 =1/t(x) from W• into W0 , 

• We are indebted to Professors Halmos and Savage for giving us a manuscript ccpy of their 
paper containing this result long before publication. The reader will not find the above Theorem 6.2 there in 

exMtly the form stated here; the connection is discussed in tho Append~ to the present paper, 
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since x in W• determines D-D(x) in{} (f), and D determines x0 =x(D)=x(D(x))=lfr(x). 
T1,1.ke any Din {}(f) and hold it fixed. Then for all x in D and x0 =x(D), 

where k(x,x0}:;ft0, and i=l,2,... This may be written 

ft(x)=k(x,lfr(x))fi<x(D)). 

For x in W•-D0 define h(x)=k(x, lfr(x)):;ftO, and for x in D 0 

define h(x) =0. Define ij1(t) =fi(X(D)), where the elements D of {} (t) are the contours 
of t(x). ·we now have 

... (6.6) 

and 
{xI h(x) =0} =DD. 

Now (6.6) is of the factored form (6.5) of Theorem 6.2 except that we do not 
know yet whether the factors can be determined so as to satisfy the measurability 
and integrability conditions of the theorem. For brevity in proving this let us denote 
by ~' the family of sets in W• each of which is a union of elements D of {} (f); the 
members of~' need not be in~·. Fori =1,2, .. . , define 

It is clear that {Gi} is a sequence of disjoint sets in~· with U p 1 = W• - D0, and we 
shall now show that all G1 are in~,: Let H1 = {xliii(t(x)) = 0}, so Hi is in~,. Let 
K1 = {xl'1(x) = O} = {xliji(t(x))h(x) = 0} = Hi U D0, so K1 is also in e,. Finally, 

i~;~ also in~,. For x in G~.(k = 1,2, ... ) we have from (6.6) 

Combining this with (6.6), we get for x in_GJr. and i = l, 2, ... , 

Ux) = [ij1(t(x)) lii~r.(t(x))]flr.(x}. 

In Gi (k = 1,2, . .. ) define 

. .. (6. 7) 

.. . (6.8) 

... (6.9) 
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noting from (6.7) that g'll(t)~O in t(G;.). This defines h(x) in W•-D0 and gt<t) in 
t(W•-Do) for i=l,2, ... ; in D0 define 

h(x)=O, ... (6.10) 

and in t(n°), U;(t) = 0. To see that there is no inconsistency in our definition of U;(t) 
it is important to note that the sets t('D0) and t(Gl)(k = 1,2, ... ) are all disjoint: This 
is a consequence of D0 and G1,G2, • •• being disjoint sets in~.. From (6.8) we have 

... (6.ll) 

From (6.9) and (6.10) we see that h(x) is measurable (.:If') in each of the 
sets Gk and no, and since these form a countable disjoint covering of W• by sets 

in jfx, h(x) is measurable (:f•) in W•. That it is also integrable (:Jf\p!) follows from 

o:> 

J I h(x) I dp• = J h(x)dp.x = ~ J fk(x)dp.• 
r w-& ~ ~ 

Since (/;(t(x))=O in no while from (6.11) f/1 (t(x)) is the quotient of measurable (.:f•) 
functions with non-vanishing denominator in W•-D0 , !l;(t(x)) is measurable (.:f•) in W•. 

We have now shown all the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2 to be satisfied and hence 
T = t(X) is a sufficient statistic for f)•; it remains only to prove that it is minimal. 
To do this we must show that if T' = t'(X) is any other sufficient statistic for f)•, 
then it is possible to find a null set N 11 for ~· such that in W•-N 11 every contour of 
t'(x) is contained in a contour of t(x ). 

If T' is sufficient for f)•, then by Theorem 6.2 there exists a determination of 
the generalized density, say ];'(x ), such that fori = I , 2, .. . , 

j;'(x) = g1'(t'(x))h'(x), 

where h'(x) is measurable (:f•). The determination f' = {f';(x)} may differ from the 
previous determination f = {f1(x)} to the extent that if N;' = {xI f;'(x) =l:f;(x)}, then 
N;' is a null set for p!. Hence N' = U 1N 1' is a null set for ft' and l)•, and!;' = !; on 
W•-N' . Let N 0 = {xlh'(x) = 0}. Then for all i, ft'(x) = 0 on N 0, 

P 6 •(N0 ) = J f;'(x)dp! = 0, 
1 N 

0 

and so No is null set for f)•. IL N 11 = N ' U N0 , N 11 is a null set for t)x, and on 
W•-N",J;'(x) = /;(x) and h'(x) ~ 0. 

We shall now show that in W•-N" every contour of t'(x ) is contained in a con
tour of t(x) . Let xo be any point in W•- N 11 , and let A(x0 ) be the part in W·-,N" of 
the contour of t'(x) containing x0 , 

A(x0 ) = {x!xt:W•- N", t'(x) = t'(x0)}. 
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For all x in A(xo) 

in particular, 

Since h'(xo) =1= 0, 

(6.12} 

for all x in A(x0), where 

k(x,x'l) == h'(x} 1 h'(xo) =1= 0. 

It follows from (6.12) that in W•-N", A(x0 } is contained in D(x0 ), the contour of t(x) 
containing x0 • This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 

In proving an existence theorem for minimal sufficient statistics for families ~· 
which may be non-denumerably infinite, we shall employ the following two lemmas 
whose proof is obvious. 

Lemma 6.1: If the statistic T is sufficient for the family ,1)• of probability 

measures it is sufficient for any subfamily of ~·. 

Lemma 6.2: If T is a sufficient statistic for the family .t)•, if it is a minimal 

sufficient statistic for the subfamily lQ1• of ~z, and if every null set for lQ1• is a null set 

for ~·, then T is a minirmal sufficient statistic for ,tl•. 

Our extension of the existence theorem from the countable to the not neces
sarily countable case involves tl:e notion of separability of a function space with res
pect to convergence in the mean of order one. It f = f(x) and g=g(x) are two real
valued functions on W•, integrable (.jf\ I''), we define their distance as 

We shall say that a family of real-valued functions, f = {j8(x)j8ew}, each integrable 
(;$',fL'), is sep,_arable (,tt') if there exists a fixed countable subset f1 off such that for every 
fe in f there is a sequence {g; I i = 1 ,2 ... } of functions Yi in fl for which sl' {f,gl)-+0 as i-+oo. 
It will be convenient to say that the countable subset f1 of this definition is dense 
(fl') in f. We remark that if W• is a Euclidean space and;$' is the family of Borel sets 
in W• then any family {p9(x)} of generalized densities with respect to I'' is separable: 
This is a consequence of the separability' (fL') of the family of all functions integrable 
(;$•, p•), and the separability of any subfamily of a separable family in a metric space. 
We can now conclude that the result of applying the operation {} in each of Examples 
6.1 to 6.5 was to give a minimal sufficient statistic: This follows from (i) the remark 

just made about Euclidean Wx, (ii) the remarks in the examples, about the same de
composition being obtained if the operation{} is applied to certain countable subsets 
of the generalized densities, and (iii) the following theorem. 

• This may be proved from the Approximation Theorem on page 4 of Ergodentheoru by Hopf 

(1!148, Chelsea, N.Y.). 
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Theorem 6.3: If the family ~· of probability meMures on W• possesses 
a generalized density p9(x) with respect to ,u', and if the family p = {p9(x) I Oew} of densities 
is separable (J.L'), then there exists a minimal sufficient statistic for~', and it may be cons
tructed by applying the operation {} to any countable set p1 dense (p•) in p. 

To prove the theorem let f1 = {f1(x)}(i = 1,2, ... ) be a particular determination 
of a countable subfamily p1 of densities dense (J.L') in p, and let .t91• be the countable 
subfamily of ~· corresponding to p1• In order to apply Lemma 6.2 we must 
show that if N is a null set for .191' it is a null set for ~·. Let P90 .. be any 

member of ~·, let fo(x) = dP90•fdJ.L', and let {g1} be a sequence in f1 for which 

6,.(/o.r/i) ~ 0 as~ ~ oo. We have 

J N g1(x)djt' = 0 

for all i. Now 

Hence 

J N fo('x)dp.~ = I f N frflp." I = I J N frflp."- f N g1dp" I 
I f N (fo:_uddp." I~ f N I 'o-Uddp" 

< f w'l 'o-UII dp.~ = 8 p.(Jo, Yt)-. 0. 

JN fo(x)dp.~ = 0 

and N is a null set for l) ... 

Suppose T =t(X) is a minimal sufficient statistic for ~' obtained by apply
ing the operation {} to f1. To prove T is a minimal sufficient statistic for ~· it 
remains only to prove that T is sufficient for .t)•. That Tis sufficient ror tJ1 .. means 
that there exists a real-valued function P(Ait), measurable (jft) for fixed A , indepen
dent of 0, and such that 

". (6.13) 

for all A in :f\ Bin~', and 0 in "'1, where w1, is the subset of (I) corresponding to lli .. · 
To prove T sufficient for tJ• it thus suffices to show that if (6.13) is valid for all() in w1, 

then it is valid for all 0 in w. Let us Wl'ite B' as an abbreviation of t-1(B). 

We may transform (6.13) to 

f dP • = J 1r(A, x)dP ", 
j AllB1 9 B' 9 

Where 11(A, x) = P(Ajt(x)), or 

f p (x) df.t .. = J B' 11(A, x)p8(x)dJ.L'· 
AnB' B 

... (6.14) 

We note 0<1T(A,x)<I (a.e. J 1•) by (2.5) and (2.8), and hence (a.e.l)•). Let (}- (}0 
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be any() in w, write p80(x) = g(x), and let {gJ be a sequence in f1 for which ~p(g, gi)-+0 

as i ~ oo. From 

... (6.15) 

we shall prove 

(6.16) 

by letting i~oo and showing that the limits of the right and left members of (6.15) 

are the corresponding members of {6.16). 

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3, 

APPENDIX 

With only notational changes, the result on sufficient statistics and the fac
torization of generalized probability densities stated by Halmos and Savage (1949), 

of which Theorem 6.2 above is a slightly different version, is their following 

Corollary I : Let :f• and ~· be countably additive families of sets in the 

spaces W• and W•, respectively. Let t = t(x) be a function from W• onto W' such that for 

every set Bin~·. 1- 1 (B) is in jfx, and let ~'I' =t'-1 (~' ) . Let Jfl'={M8• I ()cw} be a family 

of finite measure on jf' with all M 9• absolutely continuous with respect to the finite measure 

l'' on jf•. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for T=t{X) to be a sufficient statis

tic8 for Jm• is that for every 8 in w, fn{x) = dM9•jdp! be factorable in the form fe =g9 h, 

where O<_gfl is measurable (~·l•), O<,_h and O<,g9h are integrable (jf•, p!), and h(x)=O 

(a .e. p!) on every null set for Jfl•. 

Some of the simplifications we have obtained arise from the restrictions that, 
first, we always take for ~~ the family jf1 of all sets in W1 whose pre-images are in 

• If Jm• is net a family of probability men.sures, T is not a random variable. Halmos and 

Savage define stati,;ti<>, conditional probability, and suffi<'ient statistic for thi~ case. We need not consider 

these definitions here except to remark that in the case that Jfl' is a family of probability measures

the only case considered by us- the definitions agree with ours. 
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~x, a.nd that, secondly, we assume -ffl• to be a family of probability measures. Theorem 
6.2 follows from Corollary l by means of the following six steps: 

1°. The assumption that t(x) satisfies the condition that pre-images of sets 
in *' are in jf• is automatically fulfilled for an arbitrary function t(x) because we 
always take ~· = jf' as just mentioned. 

2°. It is pointed out by Halmos and Savage that in their work the assumption 
on p' that ,u'(W•) is finite may be replaced by the assumption that W• is a countable 
union of sets of finite measure (,u'). 

3°. The assumption that g9h is non-negative and integrable (jf•, ,u•) may 
be dropped because of our assumption that :ffl• is a family of probability measures, 
so that g8h = !9 may be assumed non-negative and 

4°. The condition of non-negativeness on g9 and h may be dropped, since we 
may assume f9 non-negative and then redefine g9 and h as 1 fin I and 1 hI without 
affecting the product g0h, the measurability of g0, or the integrability of h. 

5°. The assumption that g,(x) is measurable (~'11) is equivalent to the assump
tion that it is of the form g8(t(x)) , where g0(t) is measurable(~') by Lemma 2 in the same 
P!J.per by Halmos and Savage. But with our choice of~· = :Jf', §0(t) is measurable 
(*') if and only if g0(t(x)) is measurable (jf•). 

6°. The proof that the assumption h(x) =0 (a.e. ,u') on every null set for ;ffl', 
ma.y be dropped requires a little more effort. If h satisfies all the remaining condi
tions of Corollary 1 we shall show that h can be defined which also satisfies all the 
remaining conditions and furthermore h(x ) = 0 (a.e. It') on every null set for :mx. 

Let f. = g,h denote a particular determination of dMf/fdp• for which ! ,?;; 0. 
:B Lemma 7 of Halmos and Savage, there exists a countable subset :ffl1' of :fit•, 
e&y :fMt' = {M0•IO = 01, 02, .. . } , such that all null sets for :ffl1' are null sets for :ffl•. 
Denote by A 0 the set in jf• where J91 (x) = 0 for all i. Then A 0 is a null set for :fil1' 

and hence for ~·. Define 

- ( h(x) for X in w· - Ao, 
h(x ) =~ 

l 0 for x in A 0 • 

For all A in jf•, 

= f gehd,u• = f gohd,ux, 
A- Ao A 

and hence g,h = g,h (a .e. It') . We may thus use ]9 = a/'-'>0 instead of !9 = g0h 
as a determination of dM: fdp•, and h obviously satisfies the condition of integra
bility (jf<, p') since h did. 
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It remains only to prove that if N is a null set for _$• then h(x) = 0 
(a.e. ft') on N . Let N' be the part of N where h =f= O; we need to prove p• (N') = 0. 
Now 

0 = M •(N') = f g hdu.•. 
Bi N' 91 r 

Let Ni be the part of N' where go/'->0, so p•(NJ = 0. On N'-Ni, g0/, = 0, 

h i= 0, and thus g91 = 0. If N" = U1Ni, then p•(N") = 0, and on N' - N", 

ge 1 = 0 for all i. Hence N'-N" is contained in A0, and h = 0 on N'-N". But 

h i= 0 on N', and so N'-N" is the empty set. Since N' contains N", N' = N", and 
therefore p•(N') = 0. 
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